THE PHILOSOPHICAL CONSEQUENCES OF JOACHIM JUNGIUS’
(1587-1657) DISTINCTION BETWEEN LOGICA FORMALIS AND
LOGICA MATERIALIS: KANT AND THE 20TH CENTURY ANALYTIC
TRADITION

1. Experience is occasionally taken to mean an accident of the senses, that is an
action, passion, change, or event concerning a thing which we investigate or
undergo, and approach via the senses. It is otherwise called Experiment
(πειρα) or Phenomenon, that is something appearing to the senses.
2. Secondly experience may be taken to mean sensation itself, or the sensitive
perception of the Phenomenon.
3. Thirdly it signifies the cognition of the propounding intellect, arisen from the
perception of particular things, or from immediate cognition, that is an object
presenting itself so that it is present for the one apprehending. It is thus
called actual experience.
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Distinct experience comes about when Observations are
established in order, such as when one proceeds
gradually from simple things to composites, from pure
things to mixed things, from less composite things to more
composite things, and this order is maintained not only
for agents, but also for patients.

Logica materialis quadripartito dispescetur :
Caput Im de natura certitudinis tractabit.
Caput IIm de certitudinis existentia.
Caput III™ de fontibus cognitionum certarium.
Caput IVm de ultimo motivo quo omnis cognitio certa ab incerta infallibiter dignoscatur.

If the more composite things are better known than the simpler things
then so that these simpler things might be obtained from the more
composite things one should work one’s way from appearances to
things which are hidden.

… it consists of premises that depend on experiences alone,
that is, known either through the senses, or through reflective
attention of the intellect, or through another prior induction.

“If there shall be any student, who is either dull-witted or obstinate
through having an intellect preoccupied with opinions, he will find
this resolution of epistemonic induction into its simple notions of
inestimable use.”

FORMAL:

MATERIAL:

from the formal (notional) to the material (things themselves), working his way from
appearances to things which are hidden.

Epistemonic induction should be done
successively and gradually, that is, it
should not ascend immediately from
particulars to higher genera, but first to the
lowest species, and from these to the
lowest genera, and thus step-by-step to the
higher

“wood floats in water”
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[unprovable statement]

axiomatic basis

Non-inferential
knowledge
inference rules

inferential knowledge

Synthetic a priori
status
of mathematics

The Copi-Turquette Debate (1949-50)

Hence it may more reasonable
(1) to assign no meaning to Gödel’s
undecidable statements
(2) than to assign to them the kind of
meaning which is usually
associated with synthetic a priori
truth.

Understanding
("Verstand")

Reason
("Vernunft")
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General Logic

Transcendental Logic
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MATERIAL LOGIC: MATHEMATICAL OBJECTS (NUMBERS) / synthetic a priori
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Quantum Theory

Transcendental Logic

1.

Quantum mechanics applies on all scales,
i.e., both in quantum and classical worlds
disregarding the non-susceptibility or
susceptibility of physical objects, events
or processes to direct observation

Due to the ubiquity of apperception,
universal principles of reason apply
universally disregarding the difference
between the noumenal and the phenomenal

2.

Basic description on the fundamental
level of physical reality has to do with
facticity and potentiality (Wave-Particle
Duality).

Basic description on the fundamental level
of discursive thought comprises reference to
facticity and potentiality (Type-Token
duality).

3.

Particles
involved
in
entanglement interconnect
reference to space and time

4.

Particles
involved
in
quantum
entanglement are found to have taken the
appropriately correlated but necessarily
dissimilar value (e.g., clockwise vs.
counterclockwise spin)

Particles of quantification and indexicals
behave as if they were involved in quantum
entanglement,
displaying
appropriately
correlated
but
necessarily
dissimilar
reference (cf. the notorious problem of the
meaning-changing
transformations
involving quantifiers).

5.

Quantum decoherence (the reduction of
the physical possibilities into a single
possibility as seen by an observer) share
the same fundamental characteristics
with the ground of reference to
objectivity, the latter being the central
issue in transcendental logic..

The basic mechanism of the ground of
reference to objectivity, considered by Kant
to be “the key to the whole secret of hitherto
still obscure metaphysics,” appears to be
coextensive with, if not equivalent to, that of
quantum decoherence.

quantum Type’s replicas interconnect
with no reference to space and time
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